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CUBIC FORMS, ANOMALY CANCELLATION AND MODULARITY
FEI HAN, RUIZHI HUANG, KEFENG LIU, AND WEIPING ZHANG
Abstract. Motivated by the cubic forms and anomaly cancellation formulas of Witten-Freed-
Hopkins, we give some new cubic forms on spin, spinc, spinw2 and orientable 12-manifolds respec-
tively. We relate them to η-invariants when the manifolds are with boundary, and mod 2 indices on
10 dimensional characteristic submanifolds when the manifolds are spinc or spinw2 . Our method of
producing these cubic forms is a combination of (generalized) Witten classes and the character of
the basic representation of affine E8.
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Introduction
In the recent paper [11], when studying the M-theory anomaly cancellation, Freed and Hopkins
developed an algebraic theory of cubic forms. We first briefly review their theory here. Let L be a
finitely generated free abelian group. Let
(0.1) x¨, ¨, ¨y : Lˆ Lˆ LÑ Z
be a symmetric trilinear form on L. For convenience, write the trilinear form simply as a product.
a P L is called a characteristic element if the a P Lb Z{2Z satisfies the following identity
(0.2) a x y ” xx y ` x y y pmod 2q
for any x, y P L b Z{2Z. Let Lchar Ă L be the torsor of characteristic elements in L. Let
L˚ “ HompL;Zq.
1
Theorem 0.1 (Freed-Hopkins, Lemma 4.13 in [11]). Let a P Lchar and pa be the mod 24 reduction.
There exists a unique pb P L˚ b Z{24Z such that
(0.3) pbppxq “ 4px3 ` 6papx2 ` 3pa2px pmod 24q
for all px P Lb Z{24Z.
Let hpxq be a degree 3 polynomial whose highest term is 1
6
x3. Then the following algebraic
identity shows that h is a cubic refinement of the trilinear form xyz:
(0.4) xyz “ hpx` y ` zq ´ hpx` yq ´ hpx` zq ´ hpy ` zq ` hpxq ` hpyq ` hpzq ´ hp0q.
Let a P L, b P L˚. Consider the Witten-Freed-Hopkins polynomial on L:
(0.5) fa,bpxq “ pa` xq3 ´ bpa` xq.
It is easy to see that
(0.6)
fa,bp2xq ´ fa,bp0q
48
is a degree 3 polynomial whose highest term is 1
6
x3, and therefore a cubic refinement of xyz;
moreover when a is a characteristic element and b satisfies (0.3),
(0.7)
fa,bp2xq ´ fa,bp0q
48
P Z.
0.1. Spin case. Let Z be a 12 dimensional smooth manifold. Denote the integral Pontrjagin
classes and the Stiefel-Whitney classes of Z by pi, wi respectively. Let x P H4pZ;Zq. Following
Witten [31], x determines an isomorphism class of principal E8 bundles on Z. Let V pxq denote the
real adjoint vector bundle associated to the principal E8 bundle determined by the class x. Denote
by VCpxq the complexification of V pxq. The Chern character of VCpxq is (c.f. (4.31) in [11])
(0.8) chpVCpxqq “ 248 ´ 60x` 6x2 ´ 1
3
x3.
So by the expression of the Chern character in terms of the Chern classes, it is easy to see that
(0.9) x “ 1
60
c2pVCpxqq.
Suppose Z is closed and oriented. Let L “ H4pZ;Zq and the trilinear form is the cup product
of three elements in L evaluated on the fundamental class rZs.
Further suppose Z is spin. There is a canonical degree 4 class λ P H4pZ;Zq such that 2λ “ p1
and λ ” w4 pmod 2q ([11]). The following theorem shows that λ is a characteristic element.
Theorem 0.2 (Freed-Hopkins, Lemma 4.22 in [11]). The Stiefel-Whitney class λ “ w4 of a closed
spin 12-manifold satisfies (0.2) and thus λ is a characteristic element.
For a “ λ, Freed and Hopkins showed that there is a characteristic class p P H8pZ;Zq such that
2p “ p2 ´ λ2 and when b “ p, (0.3) is satisfied. This is deduced from the beautiful and important
anomaly cancellation formula discovered by Witten-Freed-Hopkins (Theorem 1.2), which is proved
by a direct computation, as well as the famous Atiyah-Hirzebruch divisibility on 8k`4 dimensional
spin manifolds. Adopting the above notations, one sees that on a closed spin smooth 12-manifold
Z,
(0.10)
fλ,pp2xq
48
is a half integer, which has analytic meaning as (quarter of) indices of certain twisted Dirac operators
on Z (Theorem 1.2).
2
The aim of this paper is to show how the Witten-Freed-Hopkins anomaly cancellation formula
as well as several interesting generalizations can be derived in a uniform way from the extended
theory of the Witten genus.
In fact, let M be a 4m dimensional compact oriented smooth manifold. Let
t˘2pi?´1zj , 1 ď j ď 2mu
denote the formal Chern roots of TCM , the complexification of the tangent vector bundle TM of
M . The famous Witten genus of M can be written as
W pMq “
C˜
2mź
j“1
zj
θ1p0, τq
θpzj, τq
¸
, rM s
G
P Qrrqss,
with τ P H, the upper half-plane, and q “ e2pi
?´1τ . The Witten genus was first introduced in [30]
and can be viewed as the loop space analogue of the pA-genus. It can be expressed as a q-deformedpA-genus as
W pMq “
A pApTMqch pΘ pTCMqq , rM sE ,
where
ΘpTCMq “
8b
n“1
SqnpĆTCMq, with ĆTCM “ TCM ´ C4m,
is the Witten bundle introduced in [30]. When the manifold M is spin, according to the Atiyah-
Singer index theorem, the Witten genus can be expressed analytically as the index of the twisted
Dirac operator,
W pMq “ IndpD bΘ pTCMqq P Zrrqss,
where D is the Atiyah-Singer spin Dirac operator on M . Moreover, if M is string, i.e.
λ “ 1
2
p1pTMq “ 0,
or even weaker, if M is spin and the first rational Pontrjagin class of M vanishes, then W pMq is a
modular form of weight 2m over SLp2,Zq with integral Fourier development ([32]). The homotopy
theoretical refinement of the Witten genus on string manifolds leads to the beautiful theory of
tmf (topological modular form) developed by Hopkins and Miller [21]. The string condition is the
orientablity condition for this generalized cohomology theory.
If the string condition λ “ 0 does not hold, one constructs the cohomology class (c.f. [15]),
(0.11) WpTMq “ e 124E2pτq¨p1pTMq pApTMqch pΘpTCMqq P H4˚pM ;Qqrrqss,
where E2pτq is the Eisenstein series of weight 2 (c.f. Chap 2.3 in [7]). We call WpTMq the Witten
class of M
Let P be a principal E8 bundle over M . In Section 4.2.1, we consider an associated element
V P KpMqrrqss constructed from the basic representation of affine E8. Let P1, P2 be two principal
E8 bundles with the corresponding V1,V2. LetW1,W2 be the complexified vector bundles associated
to the adjoint representation of E8. Denote
ϕpτq “
8ź
n“1
p1´ qnq.
We construct the twisted Witten class (specializing to ξ trivial and c “ 0 in (4.18) for the spin case
here for simplicity)
(0.12) QpV1,V2q :“ e
1
24
E2pτq¨p 130 pc2pW1q`c2pW2qqWpTMqϕpτq16chpV1qchpV2q P H4˚pM ;Qqrrqss
and show that the degree 12 component is a modular form of weight 14 over SLp2,Zq whenM “ Z
is 12 dimensional. Using the fact that the space of modular forms of weight 14 over SLp2,Zq is
3
1-dimensional and spanned by E24pτqE6pτq, where E4pτq and E6pτq are the Eisenstein series of
weight 4 and 6 respectively (c.f. Chap 2.1 in [7]), we deduce a factorization formula (4.33). This
formula reduces to the Witten-Freed-Hopkins anomaly cancellation formula (1.1) (when ξ is trivial
and c “ 0).
Back to the algebraic theory of cubic forms, consider the polynomial
(0.13) rfa,bpxq “ 4pa` xq3 ´ 6apa` xq2 ´ pb´ 3a2qpa` xq
with understanding 3a2 as an element in L˚ by abusing notations.
It is easy to check that
(0.14) rfa,bpxq “ fa,bp2xq ` fa,bp0q
2
.
From (0.4), (0.6) and (0.14), we see that
rfa,bpxq´ rfa,bp0q
24
is a cubic refinement of xyz, and when a is
a characteristic element and b modulo 24 satisfies (0.3), the following holds,
(0.15)
rfa,bpxq ´ rfa,bp0q
24
P Z.
In view of (0.14) and the half integrality of
fλ,pp2xq
48
as well as its analytic meaning, we see that
on a closed 12 dimensional spin manifold Z, when a “ λ, b “ p,
(0.16)
rfλ,ppxq
24
is an integer, which has analytic meaning as (half of) the indices of certain twisted Dirac operator
on Z (Theorem 1.3).
In Section 4.2.2, we show that Theorem 1.3 can actually also be deduced from a factorization
formula (4.42) proved there by constructing the twisted Witten class (specializing to ξ trivial and
c “ 0 in (4.35) for the spin case here for simplicity)
(0.17) RpVq “ e 124E2pτq¨ 130 c2pW qWpTZqϕpτq8chpVq P H4˚pZ;Qqrrqss.
To consider rfλ,ppxq defined via (0.14) might look redundant. However we include it here because
first it arises from the modular formRpVq, different from QpV1,V2q; secondly, we would like to point
out that the relation (0.14) between the cubic form
rfλ,ppxq
24
and the cubic form
fλ,pp2xq
48
corresponds
exactly to the relation between the corresponding modular forms:
(0.18) RpVq “
a
QpV,Vq ¨WpTZq P H4˚pZ;Qqrrqss.
Remark 0.1. The method of constructing QpV1,V2q, RpVq and using their modularities to prove
factorization formulas appeared in [19] for fiber bundles with 10 dimensional fibers. In this paper,
we apply this method to 12 dimensional manifolds.
Remark 0.2. In [11], Freed and Hopkins also studied anomaly cancellation on pin` manifolds.
For a pin` 12-manifold Z with mc structure (w1-twisted integral lift of w4), they showed that there
exists a characteristic class rc P H4pZ; rZq{torsion, which is a characteristic element in
L “ H4pZ; rZq{torsion
and a characteristic class p P H8pZ;Zq{torsion such that (0.3) is satisfied. Then
(0.19)
frc,pp0q
48
4
is a half integer. Freed-Hopkins (Theorem 2.2, Theorem 6.3 in [11]) proved the following anomaly
cancellation
(0.20) exp
ˆ
´2pii ¨ frc,pp0q
48
˙
¨ exp
ˆ
2pii ¨ ηpTZ ´ 2q
4
˙
“ 1.
We have not recovered this result via modularity yet.
0.2. Spinc and spinw2 cases. Suppose Z is a closed 12 dimensional smooth manifold not neces-
sarily spin. Then the classes λ and p in the previous subsection for the spin case do not necessarily
exist. By abusing notations we just denote 1
2
p1 by λ, and
1
2
`
p2 ´ 14p21
˘
by p in H˚pZ;Qq. The
original cubic forms
fλ,pp2xq
48
and
rfλ,ppxq
24
now only take values in rationals rather than integers and
lose analytic interpretations as indices of twisted Dirac operators.
In Section 2.1, we will show that the analytic interpretations can be rescued on spinc and spinw2
manifolds by applying the Rokhlin congruence formulas established in [33, 34, 36, 37] via mod 2
indices on 10 dimensional spin or pin´ manifolds. Let us be more precise in the following.
Let K be an 8k ` 4 dimensional spinc manifold. Let ξ be the complex line bundle of the spinc
structure. Let c “ c1pξq P H2pK;Zq. Let U be a characteristic submanifold of the spinc structure,
i.e. an orientable 8k ` 2 dimensional submanifold of K such that rU s P H8k`2pK;Zq is dual to c.
U carries a canonically induced spin structure up to spin cobordism. Let DU be the Atiyah-Singer
spin Dirac operartor on U .
The Rokhlin congruence formula (2.2) in Theorem 2.1 allows one to write the twisted pA-genus on
K in terms of mod 2 indices of twisted Dirac operators on U with a correction term. Combining
(2.2) with the Witten-Freed-Hopkins anomaly cancellation formula (1.1) and the new formula (1.2),
we obtain Theorem 2.2.
We call an 8k ` 4 dimensional closed smooth oriented manifold K a spinw2 manifold if there
exists a rank 2 nonorientable real vector bundle ξ such that w2pTKq “ w2pξq. For such manifolds,
the corresponding Rokhlin congruence formula has been studied in [34]. Let U be a characteristic
submanifold of the spinw2 structure, i.e. a nonorientable 8k` 2 dimensional submanifold of K such
that rU s P H8k`2pK;Z2q is dual to w2pTKq P H2pK;Z2q. U carries a canonically induced pin´
structure up to pin´ cobordism.
The Rokhlin congruence formula (2.5) in Theorem 2.3 allows one to write the twisted pA-genus
of K in terms of twisted mod 2 analytic indices on U with a correction term. Combining (2.5)
with the Witten-Freed-Hopkins anomaly cancellation formula (1.1) and the new formula (1.2), we
obtain Theorem 2.4. Details about spinw2 structures and the obstruction classes to them will be
studied in Section 6.
Section 2.2 provides another way on spinc manifolds to restore the beautiful nature of the Witten-
Freed-Hopkins anomaly cancellation formula on spin manifolds. Generally there are no character-
istic elements on spinc manifolds like λ for spin manifolds. In the algebraic theory of cubic forms,
suppose a P L is not necessarily a characteristic element, then the Freed-Hopkins Theorem 0.1
is weakened to mod 12. More precisely, if pa is the mod 12 reduction, then there exists a uniquepb P L˚ b Z{12Z such that
(0.21) pbppxq “ 4px3 ` 6papx2 ` 3pa2px pmod 12q
for all px P Lb Z{12Z.
Let Z be a 12 dimensional closed smooth spinc manifold. Let c be the first Chern class of the
complex line bundle of the spinc structure. In Section 2.2, we will show that on Z there exist
characteristic classes a “ λc P H4pZ;Zq, b “ pc P H8pZ;Zq such that (0.21) holds. This is derived
from Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 2.6, in which we show that
(0.22)
fλc,pcp2xq
24
5
is a half integer and
(0.23)
rfλc,pcpxq
12
is an integer, by demonstrating their analytic meanings using indices of twisted spinc Dirac opera-
tors.
The left hand sides of Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 2.6 provide new cubic forms on spinc manifolds,
generalizing the cubic forms in the spin case when the manifold is spin and c “ 0. The coefficients
appearing in the new cubic forms will be studied in Section 5.
Clearly
hpxq “ fλc,pcp2xq ´ fλc,pcp0q
24
is a polynomial of x valued in Z with highest term 1
3
x3. We therefore see that on spinc 12-manifolds,
there is an integral cubic refinement only for 2xyz rather than xyz,
(0.24) 2xxY yY z, rZsy “ hpx` y` zq´hpx` yq´hpx` zq´hpy` zq`hpxq`hpyq`hpzq´hp0q.
Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 2.6 are deduced from the factorization formulas (4.33) and (4.42),
which are proved in Section 4.2 by constructing the generalized Witten class
(0.25) WcpTZq :“ e
1
24
E2pτq¨pp1pTZq´3c2q pApTZqch pΘ pTCZ, ξCqq P H4˚pZ;Qqrrqss
and the twisted generalized Witten classes
(0.26) QcpV1,V2q :“ e
1
24
E2pτq¨p 130 pc2pW1q`c2pW2qqWcpTZqϕpτq16chpV1qchpV2q P H4˚pZ;Qqrrqss,
(0.27) RcpVq :“ e
1
24
E2pτq¨ 1
30
c2pW qWcpTZqϕpτq8chpVq P H4˚pZ;Qqrrqss.
Applying the Rokhlin congruence (2.1) in Theorem 2.1 to Theorems 2.5 and 2.6, we give mod
2 index interpretations of
fλc,pcp2xq
12
and
rfλc,pcpxq
12
in Theorem 2.7. Now on spinc manifolds, we
have two types of mod 2 formulas: Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.7. Subtracting the corresponding
sides of these formulas, we obtain Corollary 2.1, which involves interesting quadratic forms on 10
dimensional spin manifolds and mod 2 indices. See Remark 2.1.
0.3. Orientable case. Let Z be a 12 dimensional closed smooth oriented manifold without as-
suming any additional topological constraints. In this general situation, we are not able to find
characteristic classes a of degree 4 and b of degree 8 such that the mod 12 equality (0.21) holds for
all x P H4pZ;Zq.
However, by our modularity method, we find that if
b “ 4p21 ´ 7p2
and pb “ b pmod 3q, then the following mod 3 equality holds,
(0.28) pbppxq “ 4px3 pmod 3q
for all px P H4pZ;Zq b Z{3Z. In fact, in Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, we will show that when
a “ ´p1,
(0.29)
fa,bp2xq
6
is a half integer and
(0.30)
rfa,bpxq
3
is an integer, by demonstrating their analytic meanings as indices of twisted signature operators.
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Now let
hpxq “ fa,bp2xq ´ fa,bp0q
6
,
which is a polynomial of x with value in Z and highest term 8
6
x3. We therefore see that on general
oriented 12-manifolds, there is an integral cubic refinement only for 8xyz rather than for 2xyz or
xyz,
(0.31) 8xxY yY z, rZsy “ hpx` y` zq´hpx` yq´hpx` zq´hpy` zq`hpxq`hpyq`hpzq´hp0q.
We prove Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 in Section 4.3 by constructing the pL-Witten class and
twisted pL-Witten classes (see (4.47), (4.49) and (4.61)).
Remark 0.3. In view of Theorem 1 in [26], we may obtain formulas more general than the ones
presented in Section 3. In fact, let F be a spin vector bundle of even rank over M such that
1
2
p1pF q “ 1
2
p1pMq
and S˘pF q be the spinor bundles of F . In the construction of the pL-Witten class (4.47), one can
replace the bundle
Θ1 pTCMq bΘ2 pTCMq bΘ3 pTCMq
by
Θ1 pFCq bΘ2 pFCq bΘ3 pFCq
(see the construction of Θ1,Θ2,Θ3 in (4.43), (4.44, (4.45)). Then the similar modularity method
will deduce formulas giving analytic interpretations to some interesting new cubic forms (depending
on the rank of F ) via the indices of twisted Dirac operators
D b ppS`pF q ‘ S´pF qq b VCpxqq,
D b ppS`pF q ‘ S´pF qq b TCZq,
D b ppS`pF q ‘ S´pF qq b p^2pFCq ´ S2pFCqqq,
and
D b pS`pF q ‘ S´pF qq.
0.4. Organization of the paper. In Section 1, we review the Witten-Freed-Hopkins formula
(Theorem 1.2) and present the new type of anomaly cancellation formula (Theorem 1.3). We
point out that they are special cases of the corresponding anomaly cancellation formulas for spinc
manifolds, which are given in Section 2.2. As these formulas are consequences of the factorization
formulas (4.33) and (4.42), which hold on the level of differential forms, Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 have
analogues for manifolds with boundary. They are stated in Theorem 1.4.
In Section 2, we give the Witten-Freed-Hopkins anomaly cancellation formulas on 12 dimensional
spinc and spinw2 manifolds. First in Section 2.1, we consider the original cubic forms as in the spin
case. We use the Rokhlin congruence formulas in [33, 34, 36, 37] to express the original cubic
forms as mod 2 indices on 10 dimensional characteristic submanifolds with correction terms. Then
in Section 2.2, for the spinc case, we give new cubic forms and anomaly cancellation formulas,
which generalize the anomaly cancellation formulas in the spin case. We will also give the mod 2
congruence formulas for the new cubic forms as well as the formulas for manifolds with boundary.
In Section 3, we present the anomaly cancellation formulas for 12 dimensional orientable mani-
folds.
In Section 4, the proofs of the main theorems (Theorems 2.5, 2.6, 3.1 and 3.2) in Section 2 and
Section 3 will be given. Actually what we prove are the factorization formulas (4.33), (4.42), (4.59)
and (4.69), which are all equalities on the levels of differential forms.
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In Section 5, we study the characteristic class coefficients appearing in the cubic forms in Theo-
rems 2.5, 2.6, 3.1 and 3.2.
In Section 6, details about spinw2 structures and the obstruction classes to them are studied.
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1. Cubic forms on spin 12-manifolds
In this section, we review the Witten-Freed-Hopkins anomaly cancellation formula, present the
new type of cancellation formula and point out that they can be deduced from the more general
formulas for the spinc case in Section 2.2. We will also present the corresponding formulas when
the manifolds have boundary.
Let Z be a closed spin smooth 12-manifold. Recall that λ P H4pZ;Zq satisfies 2λ “ p1.
Theorem 1.1 (Freed-Hopkins [11]). There is a canonical degree 8 integral class p ” w8 pmod 2q
such that
2p “ p2 ´ λ2.
Let V pxq denote the real adjoint vector bundle associated to the principal E8 bundle determined
by a class x P H4pZ;Zq. Denote by VCpxq the complexification of V pxq. Let
Cpxq “ λ` 2x P H4pZ;Zq.
One has the following important formula,
Theorem 1.2 (Witten-Freed-Hopkins [31, 11]). The following identity holds,
(1.1)
B
Cpxqrp´ Cpxq2s
48
, rZs
F
“
B
1
2
pApTZqchpVCpxqq ` 1
4
pApTZqchpTCZq ´ pApTZq, rZsF .
Proof. Taking ξ “ C and c “ 0 in Theorem 2.5, one obtains (1.1). 
We also have the following new cancellation formula. LetrCpxq “ λ` x P H4pZ;Zq.
Theorem 1.3. Let rp “ p´ 3λ2.
The following identity holds,
(1.2)C rCpxqrrp ` 6λ rCpxq ´ 4 rCpxq2s
24
, rZs
G
“
B
1
2
pApTZqchpVCpxqq ` 1
2
pApTZqchpTCZq ` 122 pApTZq, rZsF .
Proof. Taking ξ “ C and c “ 0 in Theorem 2.6, one obtains (1.2). 
Now suppose Z has boundary and let Y be the boundary of Z with the induced spin struc-
ture. Let gTZ , gV pxq be a Riemannian metric on TZ and a Euclidean metric on V pxq respectively.
Let ∇TZ be the Levi-Civita connection on TZ and ∇V pxq be a Euclidean connection on V pxq.
gTZ , gV pxq,∇TZ ,∇V pxq induce the corresponding Hermitian metrics and connections on TCZ and
VCpxq, the complexifications. Assume all the involved metrics and connections are of product
structures near BZ “ Y .
Let DY be the Atiyah-Singer Dirac operator on Y . Let η denote the reduced η-invariant in the
sense of Atiyah-Patodi-Singer [2].
Denote by pip∇TZq the i-th Pontrjagin form of pTZ,∇TZq (c.f. [35]). Denote by λp∇TZq the
characteristic form 1
2
p1p∇TZq and by pp∇TZq the characteristic form 12p2p∇TZq ´ 18p1p∇TZq2.
In the following, when a connection appears in a bracket of a characteristic class, we always
mean the corresponding characteristic form determined by this connection.
Denote qx “ 1
60
c2pVCpxq,∇VCpxqq.
Let
Cpqxq “ λp∇TZq ` 2qx
and rCpqxq “ λp∇TZq ` qx.
As (1.1) and (1.2) hold on the level of forms, by the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index theorem [2], we
have the following formulas.
Theorem 1.4.
(1.3)
1
24
ż
Z
Cpqxqrpp∇TZq ´ Cpqxq2s ” ηpDVCpxqY q ` 12ηpDTCZY q ´ 2ηpDY q mod Z;
and
(1.4)
1
24
ż
Z
rCpqxqrrpp∇TZq ` 6λp∇TZq rCpqxq ´ 4 rCpqxq2s ” 1
2
ηpDVCpxqY q `
1
2
ηpDTCZY q ` 122ηpDY q mod Z.
2. Cubic forms on spinc and spinw2 12-manifolds
In this section, we extend the Witten-Freed-Hopkins anomaly cancellation formulas to 12 dimen-
sional spinc and spinw2 manifolds.
2.1. The original cubic forms. Suppose Z is a closed 12 dimensional smooth manifold not
necessarily spin. Then the characteristic classes λ and p in the above section for the spin case do
not necessarily exist. By abusing notations we simply denote 1
2
p1 by λ, and
1
2
`
p2 ´ 14p21
˘
by p in
H˚pZ;Qq.
Let x P H4pZ;Zq. Let V pxq and VCpxq be the same meaning as introduced in the beginning of
Section 0.1.
2.1.1. Spinc case. Let K be an 8k`4 dimensional spinc manifold. Let ξ be the complex line bundle
of the spinc structure. Let c “ c1pξq P H2pK;Zq. Let U be a characteristic submanifold of the spinc
structure, i.e. an orientable 8k ` 2 dimensional submanifold of K such that rU s P H8k`2pK;Zq is
dual to c. U carries a canonically induced spin structure up to spin cobordism. Let DU be the
Atiyah-Singer spin Dirac operartor on U .
Denote i : U ãÑ K the embedding. Let N be the normal bundle over U in K and e P H2pU ;Zq
the Euler class of N . Clearly i˚TK – TU ‘N .
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Let E be a real vector bundle over K. Then i˚E is a real vector bundle over the spin manifold
U . Let Ind2pi˚Eq be the mod 2 index in the sense of AtiyahSinger [5] associated to i˚E, which is
a spin cobordism invariant. Let EC be the complexification of E.
We have the following analytic Rokhlin congruence formula.
Theorem 2.1 (Zhang [33, 34, 36]).
(2.1)
A pApTKq exp´ c
2
¯
chpECq, rKs
E
” Ind2pDi˚EU q mod 2
and
(2.2)
A pApTKqchpECq, rKsE ” Ind2pDi˚EU q ´ 12 A pApTUqchpi˚ECq tanh ´e4¯ , rU sE mod 2.
Combining (2.2) with Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, we have
Theorem 2.2. If Z is a 12 dimensional closed smooth spinc manifold and U is a characteristic
submanifold, then the following identities hold,
B
Cpxqrp´ Cpxq2s
12
, rZs
F
“
A
2 pApTZqchpVCpxqq ` pApTZqchpTCZq ´ 4 pApTZq, rZsE
”Ind2pDTUU q ` Ind2pDNU q ´
1
2
A pApTUqch p2i˚VCpxq ` TCU `NC ´ 4q tanh´e
4
¯
, rU s
E
mod 2;
(2.3)
and C rCpxqrrp ` 6λ rCpxq ´ 4 rCpxq2s
12
, rZs
G
“
A pApTZqchpVCpxqq ` pApTZqchpTCZq ` 244 pApTZq, rZsE
”Ind2pDi
˚V pxq
U q ` Ind2pDTUU q ` Ind2pDNU q
´ 1
2
A pApTUqchpi˚VCpxq ` TCU `NC ` 244q tanh ´e
4
¯
, rU s
E
mod 2.
(2.4)
2.1.2. Spinw2 case. We call an 8k ` 4 dimensional closed smooth oriented manifold K a spinw2
manifold if there exists a rank 2 nonorientable real vector bundle ξ such that w2pTKq “ w2pξq.
Such manifolds and the corresponding Rokhlin congruence have been studied in [34] and [37]. Let
U be a characteristic submanifold of the spinw2 structure, i.e., a nonorientable 8k ` 2 dimensional
submanifold of K such that rU s P H8k`2pK;Z2q is dual to w2pTKq P H2pK;Z2q. U carries a
canonically induced pin´ structure up to pin´ cobordism.
Denote i : U ãÑ K the embedding. Let N be the normal bundle over U in K and e P
H2pU, opTUqq the Euler class of N .
Let E be a real vector bundle over K. Then i˚E is a real vector bundle over the pin´ manifold
U . Let Inda2pi˚Eq be the mod 2 analytic index of the real vector bundle i˚E over U , which is
defined via η-invariants (c.f. [37]). We have the following Rokhlin congruence formula.
Theorem 2.3 (Zhang (Theorem A.2 in [37])).
(2.5)
A pApTKqchpECq, rKsE ” Inda2pi˚Eq ´ 12 A pApTUqchpi˚ECq tanh´e4¯ , rU sE mod 2.
Combining (2.5) with Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3, we have
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Theorem 2.4. If Z is a 12 dimensional closed smooth spinw2 manifold and U is a characteristic
submanifold, then the following identities hold,
B
Cpxqrp´ Cpxq2s
12
, rZs
F
“
A
2 pApTZqchpVCpxqq ` pApTZqchpTCZq ´ 4 pApTZq, rZsE
”Inda2pTUq ` Inda2pNq ´
1
2
A pApTUqch p2i˚VCpxq ` TCU `NC ´ 4q tanh´e
4
¯
, rU s
E
mod 2;
(2.6)
and C rCpxqrrp ` 6λ rCpxq ´ 4 rCpxq2s
12
, rZs
G
“
A pApTZqchpVCpxqq ` pApTZqchpTCZq ` 244 pApTZq, rZsE
”Inda2pi˚V pxqq`Inda2pTUq`Inda2pNq
´ 1
2
A pApTUqchpi˚VCpxq ` TCU `NC ` 244q tanh ´e
4
¯
, rU s
E
mod 2.
(2.7)
2.2. New cubic forms on spinc manifolds. Let Z be a 12 dimensional closed smooth spinc
manifold. Let ξ be the complex line bundle of the spinc structure. We use ξR for the notation of ξ
when it is viewed as an oriented real plane bundle. Let c “ c1pξq P H2pZ;Zq. Denote ξC “ ξRbRC.
Clearly ξC “ ξ ‘ ξ.
Since Z is spinc, TZ ‘ ξR is spin. By a result of McLaughlin (Lemma 2.2, [28]), there is a
canonical class ρc P H4pZ;Zq associated to the spinc structure such that
2ρc “ p1pTZ ‘ ξRq P H4pZ;Zq.
However,
p1pTZ ‘ ξRq
“ ´ c2ppTZ ‘ ξRq bR Cq
“ ´ c2pTCZq ´ c2pξ ‘ ξq ´ c1pTCZqc1pξ ‘ ξq
“p1pTZq ` c2.
(2.8)
So
2ρc “ p1pTZq ` c2.
Let
λc :“ ρc ´ 2c2 P H4pZ;Zq
and
Ccpxq “ λc ` 2x P H4pZ;Zq.
Theorem 2.5. There is a degree 8 integral class pc such that
pc ” w8 pmod 2q,
8pc “ 4p2 ´ p21 ´ 6p1c2 ` 39c4.
(2.9)
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Moreover, the following identity holds,B
Ccpxqrpc ´ Ccpxq2s
24
, rZs
F
“
B pApTZqec{2chpVCpxqq ` 1
2
pApTZqec{2chpTCZq ´ 1
2
pApTZqec{2chrξC b ξC ´ ξC ` 2s, rZsF .(2.10)
The existence of pc P H8pZ;Zq is proved in Theorem 5.1. Letrpc “ pc ´ 3λ2c .
In Theorem 5.1, it is also shown that
rpc ” w8 ` w24 ` w42 pmod 2q,
8rpc “ 4p2 ´ 7p21 ` 30p1c2 ´ 15c4.(2.11)
Let rCcpxq “ λc ` x P H4pZ;Zq.
Theorem 2.6. The following identity holds,C rCcpxqrrpc ` 6λc rCcpxq ´ 4 rCcpxq2s
12
, rZs
G
“
A pApTZqec{2chpVCpxqq ` pApTZqec{2chpTCZq ` pApTZqec{2chr´ξC b ξC ` ξC ` 246s, rZsE .(2.12)
These two theorems are consequences of the factorization formulas for degree 12 characteristic
forms: (4.33) and (4.42) (proved in Section 4.2) and a direct computation of the degree 8 components
in (4.33) and (4.42).
Let U be a characteristic submanifold of Z. Let N be the normal bundle over U in Z. Applying
the Rokhlin congruence formula (2.1), we have
Theorem 2.7. The following identities hold,
(2.13)
B
Ccpxqrpc ´ Ccpxq2s
12
, rZs
F
” Ind2pDTUU q ` Ind2pDNbNU q mod 2;
and
(2.14)C rCcpxqrrpc ` 6λc rCcpxq ´ 4 rCcpxq2s
12
, rZs
G
” Ind2pDTUU q ` Ind2pDNbNU q ` Ind2pDi
˚V pxq
U q mod 2.
Proof. Clearly i˚TZ – TU ‘N and i˚ξR – N .
Combining Theorem 2.5 with (2.1), we have, when mod 2,B
Ccpxqrpc ´ Ccpxq2s
12
, rZs
F
“
A
2 pApTZqec{2chpVCpxqq ` pApTZqec{2chpTCZq ´ pApTZqec{2rξC b ξC ´ ξC ` 2s, rZsE
“2Ind2pDi
˚V pxq
U q ` Ind2pDTUU q ` Ind2pDNU q ` Ind2pDNbNU q ` Ind2pDNU q ` 2Ind2pDU q
“Ind2pDTUU q ` Ind2pDNbNU q.
(2.15)
12
Combining Theorem 2.6 with (2.1), we have, when mod 2,C rCcpxqrrpc ` 6λc rCcpxq ´ 4 rCcpxq2s
12
, rZs
G
“
A pApTZqec{2chpVCpxqq ` pApTZqec{2chpTCZq ` pApTZqec{2r´ξC b ξC ` ξC ` 246s, rZsE
“Ind2pDi
˚V pxq
U q ` Ind2pDTUU q ` Ind2pDNU q ` Ind2pDNbNU q ` Ind2pDNU q ` 246Ind2pDU q
“Ind2pDTUU q ` Ind2pDNbNU q ` Ind2pDi
˚V pxq
U q.
(2.16)
The desired formulas follow. 
By subtracting the corresponding sides of (2.3) from (2.13), and (2.4) from (2.14) respectively,
and then applying the Poincare´ duality, we can show the following through direct computations.
Corollary 2.1. Let e be the Euler class of N over U . The following identities hold,
1
64
@
e ¨  24i˚Cpxq2 ´ p4p1pTUq ` 10e2qi˚Cpxq ` p1pTUq2 ´ 4p2pTUq ` 6p1pTUqe2 ´ 21e4( , rU sD
”Ind2pDNU q ` Ind2pDNbNU q `
1
2
A pApTUqch p2i˚VCpxq ` TCU `NC ´ 4q tanh´e
4
¯
, rU s
E
mod 2;
(2.17)
and
1
64
xe ¨ t48i˚ rCpxq2 ´ p28p1pTUq ` 10e2qi˚ rCpxq ` 7p1pTUq2 ´ 4p2pTUq ` 6p1pTUqe2 ´ 21e4u, rU sy
”Ind2pDNU q ` Ind2pDNbNU q `
1
2
A pApTUqchpi˚VCpxq ` TCU `NC ` 244q tanh ´e
4
¯
, rU s
E
mod 2.
(2.18)
Remark 2.1. Note that on the spin manifold U ,
i˚Cpxq “ 1
2
p1pTUq ` 2i˚x, i˚ rCpxq “ 1
2
p1pTUq ` i˚x.
The left hand sides of (2.17) and (2.18) give very interesting quadratic forms on H4pU ;Zq after
being multiplied by 64.
Now suppose Z has boundary and let Y be the boundary of Z with the induced spinc structure.
Assume all the involved metrics and connections are of product structures near BZ “ Y . Let DcY
be the Atiyah-Singer spinc Dirac operator on Y .
Let
Ccpqxq “ λcp∇TZq ` 2qx
and rCcpqxq “ λcp∇TZq ` qx.
As (4.33) and (4.42) hold on the level of forms, by the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index theorem [2],
we have the following formulas,
Theorem 2.8. The following identities hold,
(2.19)
1
12
ż
Z
Ccpqxqrpcp∇TZq ´ Ccpqxq2s ” 2ηpDc,VCpxqY q ` ηpDc,TCZY q ´ ηpDc,ξCbξC´ξC`2Y q mod Z;
and
1
12
ż
Z
rCcpqxqrrpcp∇TZq ` 6λcp∇TZq rCcpqxq ´ 4 rCcpqxq2s
”ηpDc,VCpxqY q ` ηpDc,TCZY q ` ηpDc,´ξCbξC`ξC`246Y q mod Z.
(2.20)
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3. Cubic forms on orientable 12-manifolds
In this section, we give the Witten-Freed-Hopkins type anomaly cancellation formulas on 12
dimensional orientable manifolds, without assuming that the manifold is spin, spinc or spinw2.
Let Z be a 12 dimensional oriented smooth closed manifold. Let
(3.1) pLpxq “ x
tanh x
2
be the pL-polynomial and pLpTZq be the pL-class of TZ (c.f. [26]). Let ds be the signature operator
on Z and W be a complex vector bundle over Z. Then by the Atiyah-Singer index theorem ([4])
Indpds bW q “ xpLpTZqchpW q, rZsy.
For x P H4pZ;Zq, let
Dpxq “ ´p1 ` 2x.
Theorem 3.1. The following identity holds,
B
Dpxqr4p21 ´ 7p2 ´Dpxq2s
6
, rZs
F
“ 1
32
A
2pLpTZqchpVCpxqq ` 2pLpTZqchpTCZq ` pLpTZqchp^2pTCZq ´ S2pTCZqq ´ 4pLpTZq, rZsE .
(3.2)
Let rDpxq “ ´p1 ` x.
Theorem 3.2. The following identity holds,
C rDpxqrp2
1
´ 7p2 ´ 6p1 rDpxq ´ 4 rDpxq2s
3
, rZs
G
“ 1
16
ApLpTZqchpVCpxqq ` 2pLpTZqchpTCZq ` pLpTZqchp^2pTCZq ´ S2pTCZqq ` 244pLpTZq, rZsE .
(3.3)
These two theorems are consequences of the factorization formulas for degree 12 characteris-
tic forms: (4.59) and (4.69) (proved in Subsection 4.3) and direct computations of the degree 8
components in (4.59) and (4.69).
Now suppose Z has boundary and let Y be the boundary of Z with the induced orientation.
Assume all the involved metrics and connections are of product structures near BZ “ Y . Let BY
be the signature operator on Y .
Denote
Dpqxq “ ´p1p∇TZq ` 2qx
and rDpqxq “ ´p1p∇TZq ` qx.
As (4.59) and (4.69) hold on the level of forms, by the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index theorem [2],
we have
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Theorem 3.3. The following identities hold,
16
3
ż
Z
Dpqxqr4p1p∇TZq2 ´ 7p2p∇TZq ´Dpqxq2s
”2ηpBVCpxqY q ` 2ηpBTCZY q ` ηpB^
2pTCZq´S2pTCZq
Y q ´ 4ηpBY q mod Z;
(3.4)
and
16
3
ż
Z
rDpqxqrp1p∇TZq2 ´ 7p2p∇TZq ´ 6p1p∇TZq rDpqxq ´ 4 rDpqxq2s
”ηpBVCpxqY q ` 2ηpBTCZY q ` ηpB^
2pTCZq´S2pTCZq
Y q ` 244ηpBY q mod Z.
(3.5)
4. Proofs
The purpose of this section is to give proofs to Theorem 2.5, Theorem 2.6, Theorem 3.1 and
Theorem 3.2. In order to conduct the proofs, we first briefly review some basic materials on the
representation theory of affine E8 following [24] (see also [25]).
4.1. The basic representation of affine E8. Let g be the Lie algebra of E8. Let x , y be the
Killing form on g. Let rg be the affine Lie algebra corresponding to g defined byrg “ Crt, t´1s b g‘ Cc,
with the bracket
rP ptq b x` λc,Qptq b y ` µcs “ P ptqQptq b rx, ys ` xx, yyRest“0
ˆ
dP ptq
dt
Qptq
˙
c.
Let pg be the affine Kac-Moody algebra obtained from rg by adding a derivation t d
dt
which operates
on Crt, t´1s b g in an obvious way and sends c to 0.
The basic representation V pΛ0q is the pg-module defined by the property that there is a nonzero
vector v0 (highest weight vector) in V pΛ0q such that cv0 “ v0, pCrts ‘ Ct ddtqv0 “ 0. Setting
Vk :“ tv P V pΛ0q|t ddt “ ´kvu gives a Z`-grading by finite spaces. Since rg, ds “ 0, each Vk is a
representation ρk of g. Moreover, ρ1 is the adjoint representation of E8.
Let q “ e2pi
?´1τ , τ P H. Fix a basis for the Cartan subalgebra and let tziu8i“1 be the corresponding
coordinates. The character of the basic representation is given by
chpz1, z2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , z8, τq :“
8ÿ
k“0
pchVkqpz1, z2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , z8qqk “ ϕpτq´8Θgpz1, z2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , z8, τq,
where ϕpτq “ś8n“1p1´qnq so that ηpτq “ q1{24ϕpτq is the Dedekind η function; Θgpz1, z2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , z8, τq
is the theta function defined on the root lattice Q by
Θgpz1, z2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , z8, τq “
ÿ
γPQ
q|γ|
2{2e2pi
?´1γpÝÑz q,
where ÝÑz “ pz1, z2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , z8q.
It was proved in [12] that there is a basis for the E8 root lattice such that
(4.1) Θgpz1, ¨ ¨ ¨ .z8, τq “ 1
2
˜
8ź
l“1
θpzl, τq `
8ź
l“1
θ1pzl, τq `
8ź
l“1
θ2pzl, τq `
8ź
l“1
θ3pzl, τq
¸
,
where θ and θi (i “ 1, 2, 3) are the Jacobi theta functions (c.f. [8] and [17]):
(4.2) θpv, τq “ 2q1{8 sinppivq
8ź
j“1
rp1 ´ qjqp1´ e2pi
?´1vqjqp1´ e´2pi
?´1vqjqs,
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(4.3) θ1pv, τq “ 2q1{8 cosppivq
8ź
j“1
rp1´ qjqp1` e2pi
?´1vqjqp1 ` e´2pi
?´1vqjqs,
(4.4) θ2pv, τq “
8ź
j“1
rp1´ qjqp1 ´ e2pi
?´1vqj´1{2qp1´ e´2pi
?´1vqj´1{2qs,
(4.5) θ3pv, τq “
8ź
j“1
rp1´ qjqp1 ` e2pi
?´1vqj´1{2qp1` e´2pi
?´1vqj´1{2qs.
The theta functions satisfy the the following transformation laws (c.f. [8]),
(4.6) θpv, τ ` 1q “ epi
?´1
4 θpv, τq, θ pv,´1{τq “ 1?´1
ˆ
τ?´1
˙1{2
epi
?´1τv2θ pτv, τq ;
(4.7) θ1pv, τ ` 1q “ e
pi
?´1
4 θ1pv, τq, θ1 pv,´1{τq “
ˆ
τ?´1
˙1{2
epi
?´1τv2θ2pτv, τq ;
(4.8) θ2pv, τ ` 1q “ θ3pv, τq, θ2 pv,´1{τq “
ˆ
τ?´1
˙1{2
epi
?´1τv2θ1pτv, τq ;
(4.9) θ3pv, τ ` 1q “ θ2pv, τq, θ3 pv,´1{τq “
ˆ
τ?´1
˙1{2
epi
?´1τv2θ3pτv, τq .
4.2. Proof of Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 2.6. Now we are ready to give the proofs.
4.2.1. Proof of Theorem 2.5. The proof of the statement (2.9) about pc can be found in Theorem
5.1.
For the principal E8 bundles Pi, i “ 1, 2, consider the associated bundles
Vi “
8ÿ
k“0
pPi ˆρk Vkq qk P KpZqrrqss.
Let Wi “ Piˆρ1 V1, i “ 1, 2, be the complex vector bundles associated to the adjoint representation
ρ1.
By the knowledge reviewed in Section 4.1, we see that there are formally two forms yil (i “ 1, 2
and 1 ď l ď 8) on Z such that
(4.10) ϕpτq8chpViq “ 1
2
˜
8ź
l“1
θpyil , τq `
8ź
l“1
θ1pyil , τq `
8ź
l“1
θ2pyil , τq `
8ź
l“1
θ3pyil , τq
¸
.
Since θpz, τq is an odd function about z, one can see that up to degree 12, the termś8l“1 θpyil , τq
can be dropped and therefore we have
(4.11) ϕpτq8chpViq “ 1
2
˜
8ź
l“1
θ1pyil , τq `
8ź
l“1
θ2pyil , τq `
8ź
l“1
θ3pyil , τq
¸
.
Since θ1pz, τq, θ2pz, τq and θ3pz, τq are all even functions about z, the right hand side of the
above equality only contains even powers of yij’s. Therefore chpWiq only consists of forms of degrees
divisible by 4 (this is actually a basic fact about E8). So
(4.12) chpViq “ 1` chpWiqq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ “ 1` p248 ´ c2pWiq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ qq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ .
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On the other hand,
(4.13)
1
2
˜
8ź
l“1
θ1pyil , τq `
8ź
l“1
θ2pyil , τq `
8ź
l“1
θ3pyil , τq
¸
“ 1`
˜
240` 30
8ÿ
l“1
pyilq2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨
¸
q `Opq2q.
From (4.11), (4.12) and (4.13), we have
(4.14)
8ÿ
l“1
`
yil
˘2 “ ´ 1
30
c2pWiq.
Let TZ be the tangent bundle of Z and TCZ be its complexification. Let ξ be a rank two real
oriented Euclidean vector bundle over Z carrying a Euclidean connection ∇ξ. Let c “ epξ,∇ξq be
the Euler form canonically associated to ∇ξ.
If E is a complex vector bundle over Z, set rE “ E ´CrkpEq. Recall that for an indeterminate t,
(4.15) ΛtpEq “ C|Z ` tE ` t2 ^2 pEq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ , StpEq “ C|Z ` tE ` t2S2pEq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
are the total exterior and symmetric powers of E respectively. The following relations between
these two operations hold (c.f. [3]),
(4.16) StpEq “ 1
Λ´tpEq , ΛtpE ´ F q “
ΛtpEq
ΛtpF q .
Following [9], set
ΘpTCZ, ξCq :“
ˆ
8b
m“1
SqmpĆTCZq˙bˆ 8b
n“1
ΛqnpĂξCq˙bˆ 8b
u“1
Λ´qu´1{2pĂξCq˙bˆ 8b
v“1
Λqv´1{2pĂξCq˙ P KpZqrrqss,
where ξC is the complexification of ξ.
Clearly, ΘpTCZ, ξCq admits a formal Fourier expansion in q as
(4.17) ΘpTCZ, ξCq “ C`B1q `B2q2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
where the Bj ’s are elements in the semi-group formally generated by complex vector bundles over
Z. Moreover, they carry canonically induced connections denoted by ∇Bj ’s. Let ∇Θ be the induced
connection with q-coefficients on Θ.
For 1 ď i, j ď 2, set
QpPi, Pj , ξ, τq
:“
!
e
1
24
E2pτqpp1pTZq´3c2` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqqq pApTZq cosh´ c
2
¯
ch pΘpTCZ, ξCqqϕpτq16chpViqchpVjq
)p12q
.
(4.18)
Here
(4.19) E2pτq “ 1´ 24
8ÿ
n“1
¨˝ÿ
d|n
d‚˛qn
is the Eisenstein series. Unlike the other Eisenstein series E2kpτq, k ą 1, E2pτq is not a modular
form over SLp2,Zq, instead E2pτq is a quasimodular form over SLp2,Zq, satisfying:
(4.20) E2
ˆ
aτ ` b
cτ ` d
˙
“ pcτ ` dq2E2pτq ´ 6
?´1cpcτ ` dq
pi
.
In particular, we have
(4.21) E2pτ ` 1q “ E2pτq,
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(4.22) E2
ˆ
´1
τ
˙
“ τ2E2pτq ´ 6
?´1τ
pi
(c.f. Chap 2.3 in [7]).
Lemma 4.1. QpPi, Pj , ξ, τq is a modular form of weight 14 over SLp2;Zq.
Proof. Let t˘2pi?´1xkup1 ď k ď 6q be the formal Chern roots for pTCZ,∇TCZq. Let c “ epξ,∇ξq “
2pi
?´1u. One has
QpPi, Pj , ξ, τq
“
!
e
1
24
E2pτqpp1pTZq´3c2` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqq pApTZq cosh ´ c
2
¯
ch pΘpTCZ, ξCqqϕpτq16chpViqchpVjq
)p12q
“
#
e
1
24
E2pτqpp1pTZq´3c2` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqq
˜
6ź
k“1
ˆ
xk
θ1p0, τq
θpxk, τq
˙¸
θ1pu, τq
θ1p0, τq
θ2pu, τq
θ2p0, τq
θ3pu, τq
θ3p0, τq
¨1
4
˜
8ź
l“1
θ1pyil , τq `
8ź
l“1
θ2pyil , τq `
8ź
l“1
θ3pyil , τq
¸˜
8ź
l“1
θ1pyjl , τq `
8ź
l“1
θ2pyjl , τq `
8ź
l“1
θ3pyjl , τq
¸+p12q
.
(4.23)
Then we can perform the transformation laws (4.6)-(4.9) for the theta functions and the trans-
formation laws (4.21), (4.22) for E2pτq to show that QpPi, Pj , ξ, τq is a modular form of weight 14
over SLp2;Zq. 
Expanding the q-series, using (4.12), (4.17) and (4.19), we have
e
1
24
E2pτqpp1pTZq´3c2` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqq pApTZq cosh´ c
2
¯
ch pΘpTCZ, ξCqqϕpτq16chpViqchpVjq
“
´
e
1
24
pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqqq
´e 124pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqqq
ˆ
p1pTZq ´ 3c2 ` 1
30
pc2pWiq ` c2pWjqq
˙
q `Opq2q
˙
¨ pApTZq cosh´ c
2
¯
chpC`B1q `Opq2qqp1 ´ 16q `Opq2qqp1 ` chpWiqq `Opq2qqp1 ` chpWjqq `Opq2qq
“e 124pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqqq pApTZq cosh ´ c
2
¯
` q
´
e
1
24
pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqqq pApTZq cosh ´ c
2
¯
chpB1 ´ 16`Wi `Wjq
´e 124pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqqq
ˆ
p1pTZq ´ 3c2 ` 1
30
pc2pWiq ` c2pWjqq
˙ pApTZq cosh ´ c
2
¯˙
`Opq2q.
(4.24)
It is well known (c.f. Chap 2.1 in [7]) that modular forms over SLp2;Zq can be expressed as
polynomials of the Eisenstein series E4pτq, E6pτq, where
(4.25) E4pτq “ 1` 240q ` 2160q2 ` 6720q3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
(4.26) E6pτq “ 1´ 504q ´ 16632q2 ´ 122976q3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Their weights are 4 and 6 respectively.
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Since the weight of the modular form QpPi, Pj , ξ, τq is 14 and the space of modular forms of
weight 14 over SLp2,Zq is 1-dimensional and spanned by E24pτqE6pτq (c.f. Chap 2.1 in [7]), it must
be a multiple of
(4.27) E4pτq2E6pτq “ 1´ 24q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ .
So from (4.24) and (4.27), we have
!
e
1
24
pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqqq pApTZq cosh´ c
2
¯
chpB1 ´ 16`Wi `Wjq
)p12q
´
"
e
1
24
pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqqq
ˆ
p1pTZq ´ 3c2 ` 1
30
pc2pWiq ` c2pWjqq
˙ pApTZq cosh´ c
2
¯*p12q
“´ 24
!
e
1
24
pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqqq pApTZq cosh´ c
2
¯)p12q
.
(4.28)
Therefore ! pApTZq cosh ´ c
2
¯
chpWi `Wj `B1 ` 8q
)p12q
“
ˆ
p1pTZq ´ 3c2 ` 1
30
pc2pWiq ` c2pWjqq
˙
¨
#
´ e
1
24
pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqq ´ 1
p1pTZq ´ 3c2 ` 130pc2pWiq ` c2pWjqq
pApTZq cosh´ c
2
¯
chpWi `Wj `B1 ` 8q
`e 124pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqq pApTZq cosh ´ c
2
¯)p8q
.
(4.29)
To find B1, we have
ΘpTCZ, ξCq
“
ˆ
8b
m“1
SqmpĆTCZq˙b ˆ 8b
n“1
ΛqnpĂξCq˙b ˆ 8b
u“1
Λ´qu´1{2pĂξCq˙b ˆ 8b
v“1
Λqv´1{2pĂξCq˙
“1` pTCZ ´ 12´ 3ĂξC ´ĂξC bĂξCqq `Opq2q.
(4.30)
So
(4.31) B1 “ TCZ ´ 12´ 3ĂξC ´ĂξC bĂξC.
Plugging B1 into (4.29), we have
! pApTZq cosh´ c
2
¯
chpWi `Wj ` TCZ ´ 4´ 3ĂξC ´ĂξC bĂξCq)p12q
“
ˆ
p1pTZq ´ 3c2 ` 1
30
pc2pWiq ` c2pWjqq
˙
¨
#
´ e
1
24
pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqq ´ 1
p1pTZq ´ 3c2 ` 130 pc2pWiq ` c2pWjqq
pApTZq cosh ´ c
2
¯
chpWi `Wj ` TCZ ´ 4´ 3ĂξC ´ĂξC bĂξCq
`e 124pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqq pApTZq cosh´ c
2
¯)p8q
.
(4.32)
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Since chpWiq, chpWjq only contribute degree 4l forms, we can replace cosh
`
c
2
˘
by e
c
2 . Then in
(4.32), putting W1 “W2 “ VCpxq, we get
" pApTZqe c2 chpVCpxqq ` 1
2
pApTZqe c2 chpTCZq ´ 1
2
pApTZqe c2 chp4` 3ĂξC `ĂξC bĂξCq*p12q
“
ˆ
p1pTZq ´ 3c2
2
` 1
30
c2pVCpxqq
˙
¨
#
´e
1
24
pp1pTZq´3c2` 115 c2pVCpxqqq ´ 1
p1pTZq ´ 3c2 ` 115c2pVCpxqq
pApTZqe c2 chpAq ` e 124pp1pTZq´3c2` 115 c2pVCpxqqq pApTZqe c2+p8q ,
(4.33)
where
A “ 2VCpxq ` TCZ ´ 4´ 3ĂξC ´ĂξC bĂξC.
It is not hard to check that 4` 3ĂξC `ĂξC bĂξC “ ξC b ξC ´ ξC ` 2 and
p1pTZq ´ 3c2
2
` 1
30
c2pVCpxqq “ λc ` 2x “ Ccpxq.
A direct computation shows that the 8-form in the right hand side of (4.33) verifies
#
´e
1
24
pp1pTZq´3c2` 115 c2pVCpxqqq ´ 1
p1pTZq ´ 3c2 ` 115c2pVCpxqq
pApTZqe c2 chpAq ` e 124pp1pTZq´3c2` 115 c2pVCpxqq pApTZqe c2+p8q
“pc ´ Ccpxq
2
24
.
(4.34)
We therefore get (2.10), and have completed the proof of Theorem 2.5.
4.2.2. Proof of Theorem 2.6. For each i, set
RpPi, ξ, τq
:“
!
e
1
24
E2pτqpp1pTZq´3c2` 130 c2pWiqq pApTZq cosh´ c
2
¯
ch pΘpTCZ, ξCqqϕpτq8chpViq
)p12q
.
(4.35)
Lemma 4.2. RpPi, ξ, τq is a modular form of weight 10 over SLp2;Zq.
Proof. This can be similarly proved as Lemma 4.1 by seeing that
RpPi, ξ, τq
“
!
e
1
24
E2pτqpp1pTZq´3c2` 130 c2pWiqq pApTZq cosh ´ c
2
¯
ch pΘpTCZ, ξCqqϕpτq8chpViq
)p12q
“
#
e
1
24
E2pτqpp1pTZq´3c2` 130 c2pWiqq
˜
6ź
l“1
ˆ
xl
θ1p0, τq
θpxl, τq
˙¸
θ1pu, τq
θ1p0, τq
θ2pu, τq
θ2p0, τq
θ3pu, τq
θ3p0, τq
¨1
2
˜
8ź
l“1
θ1pyil , τq `
8ź
l“1
θ2pyil , τq `
8ź
l“1
θ3pyil , τq
¸+p12q
,
(4.36)
and then we can perform the transformation laws (4.6)-(4.9) for the theta functions and the trans-
formation laws (4.21), (4.22) for E2pτq to show that RpPi, ξ, τq is a modular form of weight 10 over
SLp2;Zq. 
20
Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.5, expanding the q-series, using (4.12), (4.17) and (4.19), we
have
e
1
24
E2pτqpp1pTZq´3c2` 130 c2pWiqq pApTZq cosh ´ c
2
¯
ch pΘpTCZ, ξCqqϕpτq8chpViq
“
´
e
1
24
pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 c2pWiqq
´e 124pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 c2pWiqq
ˆ
p1pTZq ´ 3c2 ` 1
30
c2pWiq
˙
q `Opq2q
˙
¨ pApTZq cosh´ c
2
¯
chpC`B1q `Opq2qqp1 ´ 8q `Opq2qqp1 ` chpWiqq `Opq2qq
“e 124pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 c2pWiqq pApTZq cosh ´ c
2
¯
` q
´
e
1
24
pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 c2pWiqq pApTZq cosh´ c
2
¯
chpB1 ´ 8`Wiq
´e 124pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 c2pWiqq
ˆ
p1pTZq ´ 3c2 ` 1
30
c2pWiq
˙ pApTZq cosh´ c
2
¯˙
`Opq2q.
(4.37)
However modular form of weight 10 must be a multiple of (c.f. Chap 2.1 in [7])
(4.38) E4pτqE6pτq “ 1´ 264q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ .
So from (4.37) and (4.38), we have
!
e
1
24
pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 c2pWiqq pApTZq cosh´ c
2
¯
chpB1 ´ 8`Wiq
)p12q
´
"
e
1
24
pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 c2pWiqq
ˆ
p1pTZq ´ 3c2 ` 1
30
c2pWiq
˙ pApTZq cosh ´ c
2
¯*p12q
“´ 264
!
e
1
24
pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 c2pWiqq pApTZq cosh ´ c
2
¯)p12q
.
(4.39)
Therefore
! pApTZq cosh´ c
2
¯
chpWi `B1 ` 256q
)p12q
“
ˆ
p1pTZq ´ 3c2 ` 1
30
c2pWiq
˙
¨
#
´e
1
24
pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 c2pWiqq ´ 1
p1pTZq ´ 3c2 ` 130c2pWiq
pApTZq cosh ´ c
2
¯
chpWi `B1 ` 256q
`e 124pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 c2pWiqq pApTZq cosh´ c
2
¯)p8q
.
(4.40)
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Plugging in B1 (see (4.31)), we have! pApTZq cosh ´ c
2
¯
chpWi ` TCZ ` 244´ 3ĂξC ´ĂξC bĂξCq)p12q
“
ˆ
p1pTZq ´ 3c2 ` 1
30
c2pWiq
˙
¨
#
´e
1
24
pp1pTZq´3c2` 1
30
c2pWiqq ´ 1
p1pTZq ´ 3c2 ` 130c2pWiq
pApTZq cosh ´ c
2
¯
chpWi ` TCZ ` 244´ 3ĂξC ´ĂξC bĂξCq
`e 124pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 c2pWiqq pApTZq cosh´ c
2
¯)p8q
.
(4.41)
Since chpWiq only contributes degree 4l forms, we can replace cosh
`
c
2
˘
by e
c
2 . TakingWi “ VCpxq,
we have
! pApTZqe c2 chpVCpxqq ` pApTZqe c2 chpTCZq ` pApTZqe c2 chp244 ´ 3ĂξC ´ĂξC bĂξCq)p12q
“
ˆ
p1pTZq ´ 3c2 ` 1
30
c2pVCpxqq
˙
¨
#
´e
1
24
pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 c2pVCpxqqq ´ 1
p1pTZq ´ 3c2 ` 130c2pVCpxqq
pApTZqe c2 chpBq ` e 124pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 c2pVCpxqqq pApTZqe c2+p8q ,
(4.42)
where
B “ VCpxq ` TCZ ` 244´ 3ĂξC ´ĂξC bĂξC.
It is not hard to check that 244´ 3ĂξC ´ĂξC bĂξC “ 246´ ξC b ξC ` ξC and
p1pTZq ´ 3c2 ` 1
30
c2pVCpxqq “ 2λc ` 2x “ 2 rCcpxq.
A direct computation shows that the 8-form in the right hand side of (4.42) verifies#
´e
1
24
pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 c2pVCpxqqq ´ 1
p1pTZq ´ 3c2 ` 130c2pVCpxqq
pApTZqe c2 chpEq ` e 124pp1pTZq´3c2` 130 c2pVCpxqqq pApTZqe c2+p8q
“ rpc ` 6λc rCcpxq ´ 4 rCcpxq2
24
.
We therefore get (2.12), and have completed the proof of Theorem 2.6.
4.3. Proof of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2.
4.3.1. Proof of Theorem 3.1. Following [9], set
(4.43) Θ1pTCZq :“
ˆ
8b
n“1
ΛqnpĆTCZq˙ P KpZqrrqss,
(4.44) Θ2pTCZq :“
ˆ
8b
n“1
Λ´qu´1{2pĆTCZq˙ P KpZqrrq1{2ss,
(4.45) Θ3pTCZq :“
ˆ
8b
n“1
Λqu´1{2pĆTCZq˙ P KpZqrrq1{2ss.
Construct ([27])
(4.46) ΦpTCZq “ ΘpTCZq bΘ1 pTCZq bΘ2 pTCZq bΘ3 pTCZq P KpZqrrqss
22
and define
(4.47) WpLpTZq “ e´ 112E2pτq¨p1pTZqpLpTZqchpΦpTCZqq P H4˚pTZ,Qq.
We call WpLpTZq the pL-Witten class of TZ.
Perform the formal Fourier expansion in q as
(4.48) ΦpTCZq “ ΘpTCZq bΘ1 pTCZq bΘ2 pTCZq bΘ3 pTCZq “ C`D1q `D2q2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
where the Dj ’s are elements in the semi-group formally generated by complex vector bundles over
Z. Moreover, they carry canonically induced connections denoted by ∇Dj ’s. Let ∇Φ be the induced
connection with q-coefficients on Φ.
For 1 ď i, j ď 2, construct the twisted pL-Witten class
(4.49) e
1
24
E2pτqp´2p1pTZq` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqqqpLpTZqch pΦpTCZqqϕpτq16chpViqchpVjq P H4˚pZ,Qq
and denote
QLpPi, Pj , τq
“
!
e
1
24
E2pτqp´2p1pTZq` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqqqpLpTZqch pΦpTCZqqϕpτq16chpViqchpVjq)p12q .(4.50)
Lemma 4.3. QLpPi, Pj , τq is a modular form of weight 14 over SLp2;Zq.
Proof. Let t˘2pi?´1xkup1 ď k ď 6q be the formal Chern roots for pTCZ,∇TCZq. One has
QLpPi, Pj , τq
“
!
e
1
24
E2pτqp´2p1pTZq` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqqqpLpTZqch pΦpTCZqqϕpτq16chpViqchpVjq)p12q
“26
#
e
1
24
E2pτqp´2p1pTZq` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqq
˜
6ź
k“1
xk
θ1p0, τq
θpxk, τq
θ1pxk, τq
θ1p0, τq
θ2pxk, τq
θ2p0, τq
θ3pxk, τq
θ3p0, τq
¸
¨1
4
˜
8ź
l“1
θ1pyil , τq `
8ź
l“1
θ2pyil , τq `
8ź
l“1
θ3pyil , τq
¸˜
8ź
l“1
θ1pyjl , τq `
8ź
l“1
θ2pyjl , τq `
8ź
l“1
θ3pyjl , τq
¸+p12q
.
(4.51)
Then we can perform the transformation laws (4.6)-(4.9) for the theta functions and the trans-
formation laws (4.21), (4.22) for E2pτq to show that QLpPi, Pj , τq is a modular form of weight 14
over SLp2;Zq. 
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Expanding the q-series, using (4.12), (4.19) and (4.48), we have
e
1
24
E2pτqp´2p1pTZq` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqqpLpTZqch pΦpTCZqqϕpτq16chpViqchpVjq
“
´
e
1
24
p´2p1pTZq` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqqq
´e 124p´2p1pTZq` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqqq
ˆ
´2p1pTZq ` 1
30
pc2pWiq ` c2pWjqq
˙
q `Opq2q
˙
¨ pLpTZqchpC`D1q `Opq2qqp1 ´ 16q `Opq2qqp1 ` chpWiqq `Opq2qqp1 ` chpWjqq `Opq2qq
“e 124p´2p1pTZq` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqqqpLpTZq
` q
´
e
1
24
p´2p1pTZq` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqqqpLpTZqchpD1 ´ 16`Wi `Wjq
´e 124p´2p1pTZq` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqqq
ˆ
´2p1pTZq ` 1
30
pc2pWiq ` c2pWjqq
˙ pLpTZq˙`Opq2q.
(4.52)
Since the weight of the modular form QpPi, Pj , τq is 14, it must be a multiple of
(4.53) E4pτq2E6pτq “ 1´ 24q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ .
So from (4.52) and (4.53), we have
!
e
1
24
p´2p1pTZq` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqqqpLpTZqchpD1 ´ 16`Wi `Wjq)p12q
´
"
e
1
24
p´2p1pTZq` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqqq
ˆ
´2p1pTZq ` 1
30
pc2pWiq ` c2pWjqq
˙ pLpTZq*p12q
“´ 24
!
e
1
24
p´2p1pTZq` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqqqpLpTZq)p12q .
(4.54)
Therefore !pLpTZqchpWi `Wj `D1 ` 8q)p12q
“
ˆ
´2p1pTZq ` 1
30
pc2pWiq ` c2pWjqq
˙
¨
#
´e
1
24
p´2p1pTZq` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqq ´ 1
´2p1pTZq ` 130pc2pWiq ` c2pWjqq
pLpTZqchpWi `Wj `D1 ` 8q
`e 124p´2p1pTZq` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqqpLpTZq)p8q .
(4.55)
To find D1, we have
ΦpTCZq
“
ˆ
8b
m“1
SqmpĆTCZq˙b ˆ 8b
n“1
ΛqnpĆTCZq˙b ˆ 8b
n“1
Λ´qu´1{2pĆTCZq˙b ˆ 8b
n“1
Λqu´1{2pĆTCZq˙
“1` p2TCZ `^2pTCZq ´ S2pTCZq ´ 12qq `Opq2q.
(4.56)
So
(4.57) D1 “ 2TCZ `^2pTCZq ´ S2pTCZq ´ 12.
24
Plugging D1 into (4.55), we have
!pLpTZqchpWi `Wj ` 2TCZ `^2pTCZq ´ S2pTCZq ´ 4q)p12q
“
ˆ
´2p1pTZq ` 1
30
pc2pWiq ` c2pWjqq
˙
¨
#
´e
1
24
p´2p1pTZq` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqq ´ 1
´2p1pTZq ` 130 pc2pWiq ` c2pWjqq
pLpTZqchpWi `Wj ` 2TCZ `^2pTCZq ´ S2pTCZq ´ 4q`
`e 124p´2p1pTZq` 130 pc2pWiq`c2pWjqqpLpTZq)p8q .
(4.58)
Putting W1 “W2 “ VCpxq, we get
A
2pLpTZqchpVCpxqq ` 2pLpTZqchpTCZq ` pLpTZqchp^2pTCZq ´ S2pTCZqq ´ 4pLpTZq, rZsE
“
ˆ
´2p1pTZq ` 1
15
c2pVCpxqq
˙
¨
#
´e
1
24
p´2p1pTZq` 115 c2pVCpxqqq ´ 1
´2p1pTZq ` 115c2pVCpxqq
pLpTZqchpCq ` e 124p´2p1pTZq` 115 c2pVCpxqqqpLpTZq+p8q ,
(4.59)
where
C “ 2VCpxq ` 2TCZ `^2pTCZq ´ S2pTCZq ´ 4.
Note that the 4-form
´2p1pTZq ` 1
15
c2pVCpxqq “ 2Dpxq.
A direct computation shows that the 8-form in the right hand side of (4.59) verifies#
´e
1
24
p´2p1pTZq` 115 c2pVCpxqqq ´ 1
´2p1pTZq ` 115c2pVCpxqq
pLpTZqchpCq ` e 124p´2p1pTZq` 115 c2pVCpxqqqpLpTZq+p8q
“8
3
`
4p21 ´ 7p2 ´Dpxq2
˘
.
(4.60)
We therefore get (3.2), and have completed the proof of Theorem 3.1.
4.3.2. Proof of Theorem 3.2. For each i, construct the twisted pL-Witten class
(4.61) e
1
24
E2pτqp´2p1pTZq` 130 c2pWiqqpLpTZqch pΦpTCZqqϕpτq8chpViq P H4˚pZ,Qq
and set
(4.62) RLpPi, τq “
!
e
1
24
E2pτqp´2p1pTZq` 130 c2pWiqqpLpTZqch pΦpTCZqqϕpτq8chpViq)p12q .
Lemma 4.4. RLpPi, τq is a modular form of weight 10 over SLp2;Zq.
25
Proof. This can be similarly proved as Lemma 4.3 by seeing that
RLpPi, τq
“
!
e
1
24
E2pτqp´2p1pTZq` 1
30
c2pWiqqpLpTZqch pΦpTCZqqϕpτq8chpViq)p12q
“26
#
e
1
24
E2pτqp´2p1pTZq` 130 c2pWiqq
˜
6ź
k“1
xk
θ1p0, τq
θpxk, τq
θ1pxk, τq
θ1p0, τq
θ2pxk, τq
θ2p0, τq
θ3pxk, τq
θ3p0, τq
¸
¨1
2
˜
8ź
l“1
θ1pyil , τq `
8ź
l“1
θ2pyil , τq `
8ź
l“1
θ3pyil , τq
¸+p12q
,
(4.63)
and then we can perform the transformation laws (4.6)-(4.9) for the theta functions and the trans-
formation laws (4.21), (4.22) for E2pτq to show that RLpPi, τq is a modular form of weight 10 over
SLp2;Zq. 
Expanding the q-series, using (4.12), (4.19) and (4.48), we have
e
1
24
E2pτqp´2p1pTZq` 130 c2pWiqqpLpTZqch pΦpTCZqqϕpτq8chpViq
“
´
e
1
24
p´2p1pTZq` 130 c2pWiqq
´e 124p´2p1pTZq` 130 c2pWiqq
ˆ
´2p1pTZq ` 1
30
c2pWiq
˙
q `Opq2q
˙
¨ pLpTZqchpC`D1q `Opq2qqp1 ´ 8q `Opq2qqp1 ` chpWiqq `Opq2qq
“e 124p´2p1pTZq` 130 c2pWiqqpLpTZq
` q eˆ 124p´2p1pTZq` 130 c2pWiqqpLpTZqchpD1´ 8`Wiq´e 124p´2p1pTZq` 130 c2pWiqq ˆ´ 2p1pTZq` 1
30
c2pWiq
˙ pLpTZq˙
`Opq2q.
(4.64)
However modular form of weight 10 must be a multiple of
(4.65) E4pτqE6pτq “ 1´ 264q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ .
So from (4.64) and (4.65) we have
!
e
1
24
p´2p1pTZq` 130 c2pWiqqpLpTZqchpD1 ´ 8`Wiq)p12q
´
"
e
1
24
p´2p1pTZq` 130 c2pWiqq
ˆ
´2p1pTZq ` 1
30
c2pWiq
˙ pLpTZq*p12q
“´ 264
!
e
1
24
p´2p1pTZq` 130 c2pWiqqpLpTZq)p12q .
(4.66)
26
Therefore
!pLpTZqchpWi `D1 ` 256q)p12q
“
ˆ
´2p1pTZq ` 1
30
c2pWiq
˙
¨
#
´e
1
24
p´2p1pTZq` 130 c2pWiqq ´ 1
´2p1pTZq ` 130c2pWiq
pLpTZqchpWi `D1 ` 256q ` e 124p´2p1pTZq` 130 c2pWiqqpLpTZq
+p8q
.
(4.67)
Plugging in D1 (see (4.57)), we have!pLpTZqchpWi ` 2TCZ `^2pTCZq ´ S2pTCZq ` 244q)p12q
“
ˆ
´2p1pTZq ` 1
30
c2pWiq
˙
¨
#
´e
1
24
p´2p1pTZq` 130 c2pWiqq ´ 1
´2p1pTZq ` 130c2pWiq
pLpTZqchpWi ` 2TCZ `^2pTCZq ´ S2pTCZq ` 244q
`e 124p´2p1pTZq` 130 c2pWiqqpLpTZq)p8q .
(4.68)
Taking Wi “ VCpxq, we have!pLpTZqchpVCpxq ` 2TCZ `^2pTCZq ´ S2pTCZq ` 244q)p12q
“
ˆ
´2p1pTZq ` 1
30
c2pVCpxqq
˙
¨
#
´e
1
24
p´2p1pTZq` 130 c2pVCpxqqq ´ 1
´2p1pTZq ` 130c2pVCpxqq
pLpTZqchpDq ` e 124p´2p1pTZq` 130 c2pVCpxqqqpLpTZq+p8q ,
(4.69)
where
D “ VCpxq ` 2TCZ `^2pTCZq ´ S2pTCZq ` 244.
Note that the 4-form
´2p1pTZq ` 1
30
c2pVCpxqq “ 2 rDpxq.
A direct computation shows that the 8-form in the right side of (4.69) verifies#
´e
1
24
p´2p1pTZq` 130 c2pVCpxqqq ´ 1
´2p1pTZq ` 130c2pVCpxqq
pLpTZqchpDq ` e 124p´2p1pTZq` 130 c2pVCpxqqqpLpTZq+p8q
“8
3
´
p21 ´ 7p2 ´ 6p1 rDpxq ´ 4 rDpxq2¯ .
We then get (3.3), and have completed the proof of Theorem 3.2.
5. The characteristic classes in the cubic forms
The spinc characteristic classes are determined by Duan [10] by computing the integral cohomol-
ogy of its classifying space BSpinc. Let c P H2pBSpincq be the class with the mod 2 reduction
c ” w2 mod 2,
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where w2 is the second Stiefel-Whitney class. Then by a theorem of Duan [10] (c.f. Thomas [29])
(5.1) H˚pBSpincq – Zrc, q1, q2, q3, . . .s ‘ pthe 2´torsion partq,
where qi is called the the i-th universal spin
c class with degpqiq “ 4i. The spinc classes determine
the Pontrjagin classes. In the low dimensions, we have
p1 “ 2q1 ` c2,
p2 “ 2q2 ` q21,
p3 “ q3.
(5.2)
The relations between spinc classes and Stiefel-Whitney classes can be described by the mod 2
reductions of spinc classes (c.f. Benson-Wood [6]). In the low dimensions,
q1 ” w4 mod 2,
q2 ” w8 mod 2,
q3 ” w26 mod 2.
(5.3)
To obtain spin characteristic classes, we can simply let c “ 0 in (5.1) and (5.2). In this case, (5.3)
is still valid. Notice that in Freed-Hopkins [11], they denoted q1 by λ and q2 by p. With the above
in hand, it is easy to calculate the following
Theorem 5.1. Let M be any spinc manifold with the determinant class c P H2pMq.
(i) One has
4p2 ´ p21 ´ 6p1c2 ` 39c4 “ 8pq2 ´ 2q1c2 ` 4c4q.
Hence,
pc “ 4p2 ´ p
2
1 ´ 6p1c2 ` 39c4
8
is well defined and
pc ” w8 mod 2.
(ii) One has
4p2 ´ 7p21 ` 30p1c2 ´ 15c4 “ 8pq2 ´ 3q21 ` 4q1c2 ` c4q.
Hence rpc “ 4p2 ´ 7p21 ` 30p1c2 ´ 15c4
8
is well defined and rpc ” w8 ` w24 ` w42 mod 2.
(iii) pc and rpc satisfy rpc “ pc ´ 3λ2c ,
where
λc “ 1
2
pp1 ´ 3c2q “ q1 ´ c2,
and
λc ” w4 ` w22 mod 2.
Theorem 5.2. For any orientable manifold,
4p21 ´ 7p2 ” w24 mod 2,
p21 ´ 7p2 ” w42 ` w24 mod 2.
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6. Obstruction classes of spinξ and spinw2 structures
Definition 6.1. An oriented closed manifold M is called spinξ if its second Stiefel-Whitney class
w2pMq can be realized as that of some real vector bundle ξ of rank 2 over M , that is,
w2pMq “ w2pξq.
The concept spinξ is a generalization of spinc. Indeed, M is spinc when ξ can be chosen to be
orientable. However, there are non-spinc spinξ manifolds.
Definition 6.2. An oriented closed manifold M is called spinw2 if ω2pMq can be realized as that
of some nonorientable real vector bundle ξ of rank 2 over M .
Recall that the obstruction class to spinc structure is the third integral Stiefel-Whitney class
W3pMq P H3pM ;Zq. In contrast, we need to use cohomology with local coefficients (or twisted
cohomology) to investigate the obstructions of spinξ and spinw2 structures. There are two standard
ways to define cohomology with local coefficients: via module over the group ring of fundamental
group, or via bundle of groups (for instance, see Hatcher, Section 3.H of [20]). They correspond to
each other in a natural way.
Here, we deal with the obstruction problem for the homotopy lifting diagram
BOp2q
w2

M
w2pMq
//
f
::
✉
✉
✉
✉
✉
KpZ{2, 2q,
(6.1)
where KpZ{2, 2q is Eilenberg-MacLane space, and w2 represents the second universal Stiefel-
Whitney class. For the classifying space BOp2q, the first universal Stiefel-Whitney class
ω1 P H1pBOp2q;Z{2q – Homppi1pBOp2qq,AutpZq – Z{2q
determines a bundle of groups Zω1 Ñ BOp2q with fibre Z. Moreover, BOp2q is a generalized
Eilenberg-MacLane space in the sense of Gitler [13], and by Theorem 7.18 of [13], for any t P
H1pM ;Z{2q – Hom`pi1pMq, pi1pBOp2qq˘
(6.2) rM,BOp2qst – H2pM ;Ztq,
where the set rM,BOp2qst Ď rM,BOp2qs consists of the classes of maps f such that f˚ “ t on
fundamental groups, and the local coefficient (or the bundle of groups) Zt “ t˚pZω1q. From the
short exact sequence of bundles of groups
0Ñ Zt 2Ñ Zt Ñ Z{2Ñ 0,
there exits a long exact sequence of cohomology with local coefficients
(6.3) ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ H2pM ;Ztq 2Ñ H2pM ;Ztq ρ2Ñ H2pM ;Z{2q βtÑ H3pM ;Ztq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
where ρ2 is the mod-2 reduction to the cohomology with the untwisted coefficient Z{2, and βt is the
t-twisted Bockstein homomorphism. Let us call W t3pMq :“ βtpw2pMqq the third t-twisted integral
Stiefel-Whitney class. Set M “ BO and t “ ω1, we have the third universal t-twisted integral
Stiefel-Whitney class
W ω1
3
:“ βω1pw2q.
In particular, for t “ 0 W 0
3
pMq “W3pMq is the usual third integral Stiefel-Whitney class.
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Theorem 6.1. An oriented closed manifold M is spinξ if and only if
W t3pMq “ 0,
for some t P H1pM ;Z{2q.
Proof. From the exactness of the sequence (6.3), W t3pMq “ 0 is equivalent to that w2pMq “ ρ2pctq
for some ct P H2pM ;Ztq, which by (6.2) is equivalent to the existence of a real vector bundle ξt of
rank 2 such that ω1pξtq “ t and w2pξtq “ w2pMq. 
In particular, the theorem recovers the obstruction result for spinc structure and determines the
obstruction class for spinw2 structure as well.
Corollary 6.1. An oriented closed manifold M is spinw2 if and only if
W t3pMq “ 0,
for some t P H1pM ;Z{2q and t ‰ 0.
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